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Contributions

Laëtitia worked on the dataloader used to load the
data for training the CNN in PyTorch, preprocessed the
annotations from MedleyDB to change the frequency
into bins, built the inference pipeline to generate the
MIDI files and generated the features visualization plot.

Bingbin worked on the spectrogram datasets, and ex-
perimented with the CNNs and merging features.

Xiaoyan worked on training and testing LSTM, pro-
viding starter code of the baseline CNN, running the
librosa baseline and generating confusion matrix visu-
alization for CNN output.

1 Introduction

Automatic Music Transcription means automatically
generating a musical representation of the notes played
in a music piece. Instead of transcribing every notes
played in a polyphonic song, our project tackles the
subproblem of melody transcription, which focuses on
retrieving the melodic line (i.e. the dominant notes)
from the combinations of all instruments and voices in
the song.

Automatic Transcription is generally a two- part pro-
cess, namely pitch estimation and pitch tracking. This
report focuses on pitch estimation, while the latter was
tackled in the CS221 project. We propose to recover
pitches by examining patterns in audios’ spectrograms
using Convolutional Neural Networks. Specifically, an
input audio is first divided into equally spaced time
slides; each time slice will then be transformed into a
spectrogram, on which the CNN performs multi-class
classification to produce an output note.

This report is organized as follows: we first provide
a quick overview of related work in Automatic Music
Transcription and pitch estimation. We then present

the details of the different models we have experimented
with. Finally, we provide result analysis in section 4
and discuss about future works.

2 Related work

The problem of pitch estimation and pitch tracking
is rendered non-trivial when considering noisy environ-
ments and polyphonic audio sources, where multiple in-
struments play at the same time and the main melody
stems from the overlapping harmonics.

Previously, well-known methods addressing pitch
tracking mostly rely on heuristics related to signal pro-
cessing theory. The Cepstral Method ([6]) consists
of pre-processing the audio signal using a Fourier-like
transformation and retrieving the peaks of the result-
ing signal. Spectrograms and Fourier analysis are often
used in Music Information Retrieval.

More recently, CNN-based methods have gained in-
creasing popularity. For example, in [5] and [8], Convo-
lutional Neural Networks are used together with Hid-
den Markov Models to perform pitch estimation and
pitch tracking on noisy inputs about speech recogni-
tion. In the context of music transcription, [8] applies
CNN to augmented spectrograms, where the outputs
are evaluated as discretized ”pitch states”. Our project
is mainly based on the second work, and experimented
with deeper network, more input features, and differ-
ent network structures. We were able to improve the
baseline accuracy by 300%.

3 Method

Methods we try include librosa (a python library) base-
line, CNN and LSTM. We also make improvements by
merging multiple features on the CNN model.

3.1 Modeling

In music theory, a pitch uniquely corresponds to the
frequency of the vibration that produces the certain
pitch. A common formula links the frequency given in
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Hertz, to a note that can be transcribed on a music
sheet; a table of the mapping between frequencies and
pitches can be found here. We use this representation
to quantize the commonly seen continuous frequencies
into 109 bins, corresponding to 108 notes covering 9 oc-
taves, and an additional bin representing silence. Typ-
ically, using the equal-tempered scale where we fix the
frequency of A4 to be 440Hz, the formula that links any
frequency to its corresponding bin is

n =
log( f

f0
)

log( 12
√

2)
+ 58 (1)

where f0 is the base frequency of 440Hz, and n is the
index of the bin.

This allows us to index our classes using n where n
ranges from 0 to 108. Therefore, our problem is trans-
ferred into a 109-way classification task on the spectro-
gram of a fixed-length input audio.

3.2 System overview

Figure 1: Example of spectrograms obtained from a 9-
second audio file, and two example spectrogram slices

First, an input audio is divide into fixed-length seg-
ments. Then for each segment, a spectrogram (1) is
created as the visual representation of the audio in the
frequency domain. The spectrogram will then be used
as the input of a convolutional neural network, which
outputs a vector of probability scores for each of the 109
frequency classes. The most probable frequency classes
along with their probabilities will then be provided to
the second part of our system, which implements pitch
tracking to determine the most probable melodies (for
CS221).

3.3 Dataset

We use the MedleyDB dataset[1], which consists of
123 annotated songs expanding multiple genres includ-
ing classical, pop, jazz and rock, and contains differ-
ent types of instruments and vocals. Each song has
a mixed multitrack audio and several single-track raw
recordings. Both types of audios are annotated with
timestamps in second, and corresponding frequencies
in Hertz.

Figure 2: Plot of Mel scale v. frequency in hertz

We first prepare an image database for the audios.
Each entry in the database is a spectrogram for a fixed-
length audio, paired with a class label calculated from
the frequency following Equation 1. To find a proper
length for the audios, we experimented with both 11.6
milliseconds and 46 milliseconds. Since our final goal
is to produce human-readable musical scores, we de-
cided to use 46-millisecond ones because they provide
a richer context, while 11.6-millisecond ones are un-
necessarily fine-grained and could be noisy. Figure 1
shows an example of the spectrogram of a 9-second au-
dio where there are human-interpretable patterns, and
2 example spectrograms for time slices corresponding
to 835Hz and 327Hz.

3.3.1 Generating spectrograms

In our experiments we used two methods to gener-
ate the spectrograms: Mel and Constant-Q transform.
Both spectrograms first use methods related to short-
term Fourier transform to transform the input audio
from time domain to frequency domain, then map the
output frequencies to a log scale.

For Mel spectrogram, the frequencies are mapped to
the Mel scale and quantized into 256 equally spaced
bins.

For CQT, each octave is quantized into 12 bins, and
the ratio between central frequencies of consecutive bins
is held constant (i.e. constant Quotient), i.e. the cen-
tral frequency for the kth bin is fk = ( 1

2 )12k · fmin,
where fmin is the minimum frequency of an octave.

Qualitatively, Mel is often considered a decent rep-
resentation for timbre, while CQT provides better in-
formation about pitch. A comparison between the two
types of spectrograms for the same time slice is shown
in 3.

Figure 3: Comparison of Mel (left) and CQT (right)
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In our experiments, we used 142961 images from
60 songs for training, 25275 images from 12 songs for
validation, and 28552 images from 13 songs for testing.

3.4 Baseline 1. librosa

We started with a baseline method from librosa,
a Python library for audio analysis. It provides a
piptrack method which implements an algorithm that
locates peaks of the input signal as pitch outputs for
each time step. We select the pitch with the largest
magnitude, and compare it with the ground truth an-
notations. This baseline method gives a 25% testing
accuracy.

3.5 Baseline 2. CNN with 5 convolu-
tional layers

The baseline CNN contains 5 convolutional layers.
The first layer has a kernel of size 7. For the remain-
ing four layers, we set the kernel size to be homoge-
neous of size 3. All convolutional layers have padding
that preserves the spatial dimension. A max pooling
layer is inserted after every convolutional layer except
the fourth, resulting in a feature map with spatial di-
mension of 16 × 16. The features are then linearized
and forwarded into two fully connected layers. Finally,
negative log likelihood is used to evaluate the results
obtained from a 109-way classifier.

Training is conducted on mini-batches of 32 images.
To obtain better generalization power, a batch normal-
ization layer is inserted after each convolution layer,
and a dropout layer (rate=0.6) is added after the first
fully connected layer. We also used 0.9 momentum in
the SGD optimizer. A descending learning rate is used,
with descending interval differing for different network
structures (explained in the next section). We used a
Google Cloud VM with 4 CPUs and 2 GPUs.

3.6 Feature Merging

Since we have two different types of spectrograms from
Mel and CQT, we tried different ways of merging them
together, including stacking, early fusion, late fusion
and model averaging.

Stacking: We started with the easiest way, which
is to concatenate Mel and CQT as input to the net-
work. The first CNN layer is modified to accommodate
the new input size, and the rest of the network is kept
unchanged.
Early fusion: Mel and CQT go through the first

convolution layer separately, gets concatenated before
the second layer and go through the remaining network
together.
Late fusion: Mel and CQT go through all convo-

lution layers separately except the last, where they get
concatenated and convolved to the proper size before

entering the fully connected layers. Late fusion is con-
sidered more effective when the inputs are complemen-
tary, which suits our cases where Mel and CQT focuses
on timbre and pitch respectively.

Model averaging: similar to boosting, this method
takes the two resulting probabilities from Mel and
CQT, and output the class with the highest averaged
probability.

Figure 4: Architecture of the baseline CNN

Figure 5: Early fusion (left) and late fusion (right)

3.7 LSTM

With the assumption that there may be temporal re-
lations between notes, we experimented with a 2-layer
LSTM with 1024 hidden dimensions and 109 embed-
ding dimensions, which is the number of classes we
have.

Figure 6: Architecture of the LSTM network

The optimizer of LSTM is using Adam algorithm.
We choose this over stochastic gradient descent be-
cause Adam is converging faster on our data. The
input is the output from CNN, which is a vector with
length of 109 for each frame, containing a probability
for each bin. And the labels to learn are the ground
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truth binary vectors at each timestamp, representing
if a bin is present or not. We choose multilabel
soft margin loss as our loss function since we have
multiple labels. This function implements a multi-class
multi-classification hinge loss, so given 2D tensors x,y,
the loss is calculated using the following formula.

loss(x, y) =
1

n

∑
ij

(max(0, 1− (xyj − xi)))

The best testing accuracy achieved by LSTM is 0.55,
which is not better than the CNN. By consulting in-
structors in MUSIC 421 Deep Learning for Music and
Audio and referring to a paper on music generation [3],
we realized that pitch estimation may not be a problem
suitable for LSTM. For example, our dataset contains
multiple genres of music with different temporal rela-
tions between notes, so it may be hard for the LSTM
to get a concrete solution on the whole dataset. This
may explain why the LSTM is not working well on this
problem.

4 Result and Error Analysis

In this section, we analyze the result from CNN model,
and use multiple visualizations to understand and im-
prove the performance.

4.1 Results

Table 1 offers a recap of the results (mostly top-1 ac-
curacy) we obtained with our different models and a
comparison with the original baseline. Our CNN ap-
proach has been proven to be effective, improving the
librosa baseline performance by about 300%. It was
shown that Mel consistently gives better results than
CQT. Moreover, feature merging performed well on the
training set; specifically, the two fusion methods both
outperform naive stacking, and model averaging is also
slightly better than the two models alone. However, the
advantage of feature merging is less obvious on the vali-
dation set, which may indicate over-fitting. The testing
set showed the largest performance difference in using
Mel and CQT, which may partly explain why merging
features made results even worse. In this case where the
two types of spectrograms differ significantly, model av-
eraging may simply copy the better model, which does
not hurt the results but also offers no improvement.
Overall, it seems that the performance drop from train-
ing to validation to testing may be over-fitting, which
we will discuss in Future Work.

4.2 Confusion Matrix

We used a confusion matrix to visualize the perfor-
mance of CNN, which shows a strong correlation be-

Method Training Validation Testing

Librosa – – 25.0%
Top-5 99.3% 98.6% 96.7%
CQT 83.8% 75.7% 66.3%
Mel 84.0% 76.5% 68.6%
Stacking 85.9% 75.6% 67.1%
Early fusion 87.6% 77.1% 67.9%
Late fusion 86,6% 77.2% 68.3%
Model averaging 84.5 77.4% 68.6%

Table 1: Recap of different accuracies obtained

Figure 7: Accuracy across models on validation set

tween our model predictions and the ground truths.
There are two observations from the confusion matrix.
First, most of the errors are missing predictions, i.e.

Figure 8: Confusion matrix for the CNN

mistakingly predicting a note as silence. We think this
is mainly due to severely imbalanced classes; as can be
seen in figure 9, the silence class dominates both the
training and testing set. We will discuss possible solu-
tions in Future Work. Second, we found that the audios
only contain the middle range of pitches, which means
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we may reduce the number of output classes to reduce
the model size.

Figure 9: Number of samples for each class in train-
ing/testing set

4.3 Features visualization

We used t-SNE to help visually understand the
learned features, which are descriptors of dimension
8192 (32*16*16) from the last convolution layer. Since
t-SNE is computationally expensive, we first apply
PCA to reduce the number of features to 50, then use
t-SNE to embed the vector in a two dimensional space
for visualization. Figure 10 shows the result of the visu-
alization, which suggests that the CNN is able to learn
features that allow samples from the same class to be
clustered together.

Figure 10: Feature vectors embedded in a 2D space. Each
color represents a different ground truth label.

4.4 Result visualization

We generated MIDI files from the audio file which can
then be visualized using a MIDI sequencer software like
Musescore. The following figure (11)contains samples
of generated music scores compared with the ground
truth. The length of each note is inferred from the
number of adjacent time frames it was detected in.

From the visualization of the generated MIDI files,
we observed that most differences between our output
and ground truth come from missing detections. Com-
paring outputs obtained from different genres and types

Figure 11: Result on a Schumann piece. Left: Original
MIDI file created from the given annotations. Right: In-
ference result. (Note that there is a quarter beat of offset
between the two)

of music, it also seems that the transcription is more
accurate on classical pieces (11), and fails more likely
on modern genres. We think this may be related to the
fact that instruments usually have simpler harmonic
structures while vocals are generally recognized as the
most difficult to handle.

5 Future Work

Our performance has largely improved the baseline, but
there are two problems that we are not handling well
yet, imbalanced classes and multiple pitch output.

5.1 Handle imbalanced classes

Missing detections is the dominating type of error.
Since the occurrences of notes is significantly smaller
than silence (i.e. empty note), we may instead treat
this as a detection problem, where we train a network
to predict whether there is a note present, and proceed
to a second network to determine which note it is only
if the first network predicts a positive.

5.2 Multiple pitch output

Currently we are only predicting on single track au-
dios, and our next step is to handle multiple tracks.
This may induce more complexities about overlapping
harmonics from different instruments, which may be
helped with a set of class-specific binary masks.

6 Conclusion

Our project aimed at tackling the problem of Auto-
matic Music Transcription. We used CNN to perform
pitch estimation on generated spectrogram images and
experimented with different architectures. Our current
method up to 76% accuracy on a diversified range of
music genres and instruments. Further analysis of our
performance opened up two different ways we could im-
prove and extend our model.
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